BRETINA HANOVER p,2,2:01.1  ---------  Best Of All p,4,1:56.2
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50  ----------  Jate Lobell p,3,1:51.2
Bretina Hanover p,3,1:57.4h  ---------  Cam Fella p,4,1:53.1
Nicky's Delight p,4,1:52.4f
Precious Beauty p,2,1:53.3  ----------  Dominique Semalu p,3,1:56.2f
Bretina Hanover p,2,2:02.1  --------  Best Of All, p,4,1:56.2

1st Dam
BELINDA HANOVER p,2,2:00.4h; 3,1:57.4h ($20,140) by Cam's Card Shark. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, third in leg Delaware Standardbred Owners Assn. S. at Harrington. At 3, winner Final Cotton Mem. at Ocean; second in leg cotton Mem. at Ocean; third in leg and Final Delaware Standardbred Owners Assn. S. at Harrington. From 6 previous foals, dam of 5 winners, 1 in 1:50, 4 in 1:55, 5 in 1:56, including:
ABSTRACT ARTIST p,3,1:54.2f ($65,070) (Modern Art). 11 wins, 3 thru 9.
MACH THE CUT (M) p,3,1:55.3 ($49,421) (Mach Three). 5 wins at 3. At 3, winner Ontario Autumn P. at Woodbine (2), leg Niagara Ser. at Woodbine; third in final Ontario Autumn P. at Woodbine.
MACH THE CUT (M) p,3,1:55.2-2' 17 ($8,085) (Mach Three). Winner at 3.

2nd Dam
BRETINA HANOVER p,2,2:01.1 ($4,319) by Best Of All. 4 wins at 2. From 16 foals, dam of 8 winners, 1 in 1:55, 6 in 2:00, including:
BOULDER HANOVER p,2,1:58.3; 1:57.3f ($119,946) (Landslide). 10 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands (2); third in elim. and Final Presidential P., leg New Jersey Sires S. at Garden State, Final New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Potomac P. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands; third in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands, Potomac P. At 3, second in leg New Jersey Sires S. at Meadowlands ; at Meadowlands; 2. At 4, second in leg Ft. Washington Ser. at Rosecroft; third in leg F. Washington Ser. at Rosecroft; third in leg F. Washington Ser. at Rosecroft, leg F. Washington Ser. at Rosecroft.
BEHAVE HANOVER (M) p,2,2:00.4f; 3,1:58.5f ($48,472) (Tyler B). 2 wins at 3. At 2, second in leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at The Meadows, leg Hayes Mem., elim. and Final Hoosier Fut.; third in heat Hayes Mem., heat Review S., Guiding Beam P. at Lexington. Dam of BADLANDS HANOVER p,3,1:52.2f; 1:50.2 ($270,264), JIMMY THE TERROR p,3,1:56f; 1:52f ($229,059), BEARCAT HANOVER p,2,1:55.2f; 4,1:53.3 ($218,912), BOSPHERUS HANOVER p,2,1:59.1f; 3,55.3f; 4,1:52.4f ($110,695), BLISS HANOVER p,3,1:52.2; BE BAD HANOVER p,2,1:58.2f; 3,1:53, BRAVE HANOVER p,2,2:03.4h; 3,1:55f. Grandam of BAIL BOND HANOVER p,1:54.3f; 4,1:52.3f ($200,251), BAD NEWS BLYTHE p,2,1:59h, 3,1:58.2h; 4,1:53.2f ($192,168), BAD NIGHT MARE p,2,1:56.3; 3,1:55.1h; 4,1:53.2f ($171,515), TSM CRUSIN USA p,3,1:50f ($167,754), I'M NOTBAD HANOVER p,2,2:05.2h; 3,1:55f; 1:53.4f ($148,807), RICHERS NESTRER p,2,1:58; 3,1:54.1f; 1:52.1 ($101,379), DOC'S REWARD p,2,1:53.1, DARK HORSE p,3,1:54.1f, JIMTASTIC p,2,1:54.1h-17, TSM YANKEE LAURNA p,2,2:05.3h; 3,1:55f, DOC'S REVENGE p,3,1:55.4f, etc.
BONAIRE HANOVER (M) p,2,2:02.0f ($158,321) (Albatross), 3 wins at 3. Dam of CHIEF BEARCLAW p,2,2:04.1h; 3,2:00.4h; 1:57h ($107,188), SHONS MEMORY p,2,1:55.2; 4,1:53.3f, BOBBY JOHN p,2,1:58.3f; 3,1:55.2f, etc.
Producers: Behoived Hanover p,2,2:02.1f; 3,2:01.1f; 4,2:01hh (dam of CHARLEY BOWEN p,2,1:58.2; 3,1:56.1; 4,1:55.2-$129,361, grandam of JEWEL OF BRETINA p,2,1:59.12; 4,1:54.2), Baska Hanover (dam of CANACO SPUR p,2,1:58.3; 3,1:58h; 1:55f-$163,579), Gate Alert (grandam of ASHKNOW p,2,1:58.3; 3,1:55f; 1:53.2f), Boode Hanover (dam of BOODLE BOY p,3,1:51.4f, BUSTINOUCUT HANOVER p,3,1:54.3f, etc.

Next Dam - BRET'S FANCY (Bret Hanover-SWEET DREAM p,4,2:06h-Nibble Hanover)